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Introduction

Role play has emerged as an innovative and effective approach to lifelong language learning, revolutionizing the traditional methods by fostering more engaging and realistic language acquisition. This revolutionary approach is centered on individual learning through active participation, enabling learners to connect with the language by simulating real-life situations. Indeed, this shift towards role play can be seen as nothing short of a revolution in language learning, transforming the way we approach language acquisition and making it more engaging and immersive than ever before. TESOL (Teaching English as a Second Language) and TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign Language) are effective in their ability to foster meaningful communication and nurturing essential lifelong language learning skills through role play. Constructivism approach to learning, communicative language teaching (CLT) principles, and sociocultural learning approach are some theoretical foundations and empirical evidence supporting role play's effectiveness in
language learning. Some practical role-play activities that a teacher can involve a learner in include basic dialogues to problem-solving scenarios that promote language learning in classroom and beyond. Learners become independent and critical thinkers once they engage in role-play redefining their lifelong learning on how to engage or interact with others in different environments or scenarios. Role-play is a key contributor to revolutionizing language teaching methodologies because it creates an authentic communicative experience that catalyzes lifelong language learning.

The Theoretical Foundations and Empirical Evidence

The constructivism theory or approach to lifelong language learning is based on the idea that learners are active participants in learning. According to Pandya (2018), constructivism is an innovative method used in language learning whereby the learners role play by constructing their knowledge and interacting with each other based on their previous experiences. Cognitive interaction occurs when reality is structured and created during role play. Learners are given a chance to develop their knowledge and actively respond to the outcomes. A usage-based approach in linguistics can be preferred whereby everything flows from the actual usage events as the learners communicate linguistically with others (Behrens, 2021). The learners can also rely on the linguistic skills they acquired at any given time, which are part of their accumulated experience with the target language. Therefore, constructivism approach of lifelong language learning supports role play by allowing learners to construct their knowledge and interact with each other in different contexts.

Figure 1: Constructivism Theory: A Visual Overview of Core Ideas

The chart shows the core ideas of constructivism theory. It elaborates on the connection of how learners can construct English
knowledge socially and individually. For instance, students can construct English knowledge by performing oral presentations or role-playing in class. The project is meant to help the students generate original ideas and content through engaging with others during oral presentations.

(Aljohani, 2017).

On the other hand, based on the communicative language teaching (CLT) approach, the main goal of language learning is communication. Darmawan et al. (2020) suggests that a speaking course or activity can help redefine students' learning paths. The teacher encourages the learners to use the target language purposefully to increase their fluency and understanding of how to pass across messages. The speaking course also equips the learners with confidence and skills they can use in real-world situations. CLT encourages learners to view language learning as a lifelong journey instead of simply a task or course (Darmawan et al., 2020). They need to understand that language is a living entity that can evolve. This mindset would encourage them to continuously learn and be ready to improve even after reaching proficiency in their second language learning. The teacher can also develop
interactive games requiring the students to speak or communicate with each other. Ghafar et al. (2023) have encouraged teachers and learners to use different language techniques and approaches that can help improve the students' language skills, precisely their speaking skills. Therefore, CLT ensures that students remain engaged with language to maintain proficiency in learning.

**Figure 2: Exploring the Dimensions of Communicative Competence in a Speaking Class**

It shows the dimensions of communicative competence in a speaking class. For instance, communication is used as social interaction within a social context, requiring creativity in message and form (Rahmawati, 2020). Communication also occurs in socio-cultural context, and competence can be judged based on actual outcomes.
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*Rahmawati (2020).*

Socio-cultural learning approach, a theoretical framework emphasizing social interaction and culture, effectively redefines the paths of lifelong language learning for international students learning a second language. According to Grossen et al. (2022), the formative role of culture and social interactions, according to Vygotsky, is to consider learning as preceding developmental
changes. This can be achievable through social interactions involving social or cultural artifacts like symbols and materials that enable the students to understand the language better. The concept of mediation occurs because, in most cases, human relations with the world are mediated through symbolic and physical tools (Grossen et al., 2022). A teacher can be a presenter to transfer expertise through the activity to stimulate language learning. For instance, the teacher can provide feedback to the students while also eliciting information about how the artifacts are connected to their cultural background. The other students can also offer feedback to the student based on the artifact or material they are holding, which promotes active learning and language development.

**Figure 3: Exploring Zones of Language Development through a Socio-Cultural Lens**

It shows the zones of language development when a socio-cultural approach is applied. Acquired abilities are achieved from the materials provided to them, and their language development enhances with the help of the teachers and peers. Through long-life guidance, the student’s cognitive abilities increase, redefining how they learn language through cultural or social interactions.

(Psychologist World, n.d.)
Practical Role Play Activities

Role-play activities are highly beneficial for life-long language learning as they allow international students to apply language skills in real-life situations as seen below.

a. Basic Dialogues Scenario

i. Greeting and Introducing Oneself:

Scenario:
Learners are placed in a group of two and asked to pretend to have met for the first time.

Roles:
Learner X and Learner Y

Dialogue:
Learner X: Hello, my name is Osteen. What is your name?
Learner Y: Hello Osteen! It is nice to meet you.
Learner X: Nice to meet you too, Rebeccah.

ii. Asking for Directions:

Scenario:
A learner asks for directions to a nearby restaurant.
Roles Learner A (Asking directions) and Learner B (Giving directions)

Dialogue:
Learner A: Excuse me, I need your help. I am looking for a restaurant. Is there any nearby?
Learner B: Sure: There is a restaurant just around the corner. Just go straight and take a turn to the left you will be able to see it.
Learner A: Thank you so much!
Objective:
Achieving learner engagement and promoting skills like autonomy to respond to a question or request.

In the role-play activities, the learners are developing dialogue skills in expressing themselves and showing respect to others by responding to their peers. Role-play can enhance the dialogue skills of learners of a second language as it presents real-life situations that motivate them to conduct dialogues in an organized manner (Daif-Allah & Al-Sultan, 2023). Therefore, dialogue becomes a lifelong skill they will use to engage others, especially if the learner meets a person for the first time.

b. Problem-Solving Scenarios

i. Scenario: Lost in a Foreign City-Looking for a specific hotel

Roles:
Learner X, A tourist who is lost in a foreign city and does not speak the local language well and Learner Y, a resident willing to help Learner X.

Instructions by the teacher:
Set the scene for acting: A central location in the foreign city should be set as the scene. Learner X should look visibly lost and try engaging Learner Y by communicating the issue in distorted English. Learner Y should be paying attention and showing interest in helping Learner X.

Language Use:
The two learners should use the target language (English) throughout the role-play. Learner Y should try and understand Learner X’s needs regardless of their poor communication in English because of the language barrier.
Problem-Solving:
Learner Y should try and ask specific questions to have a better understanding of Learner X’s problem. For instance, do you have a map or an address that can act as a guide for me to direct you? In case of communication problems, Learner Y can encourage Learner X to use suggestions to communicate.

Clarification and Repetition:
Learner Y can encourage Learner X to repeat what they are if they fail to understand each other. The goal is to reinforce language use and ensure understanding before directions are given to avoid confusion.

Giving Directions:
Learner Y should provide clear directions and possibly repeat them to ensure that Learner X gets to their destination without getting lost. For instance, go straight ahead, then take right where you will see a big orange building. The hotel is just behind the building.

ii. Scenario: Group Decision Making

Roles:
Learner A: Team leader to facilitate group project and Learner B: A team member with different opinions about the project.

Instructions provided by the teacher:
Setting the Scene: set up a group of five students, including Learner A and B. The team should be tasked with finding the right solution to the project assigned to them.

Identification of the problem:
Learner A introduces the problem, explaining the project's context and the desired outcome.
Divergent opinion:
Learner B has a divergent opinion regarding how the project problem should be resolved. This will create disagreement within the group.

Expressing opinions:
Learner A and B should be allowed to engage in a dialogue using English or the targeted language where they can freely express their opinions, arguments, and ideas concerning their respective approaches.

Active listening:
Learner A and B should be encouraged throughout the dialogue to actively listen to each other’s points and be allowed to ask questions to clarify any issue for a better understanding.

Negotiation:
As the group’s leader, Learner A should encourage the three remaining members to find common ground, which can either make Learner B compromise or modify their idea to ensure that common ground is achieved in handling the class project.

Reaching a decision:
An agreement is made on handling the project.

In these problem-solving scenarios, life-long language learning is achieved through students expressing themselves clearly and gaining an understanding. The learners navigate the situation independently, regardless of the language barrier, and find a solution. It, therefore, encourages genuine communication and critical thinking while promoting authentic language learning in real-life language use.

Link Between Role-Play and Lifelong Language Learning

A strong link exists between role play and lifelong language learning, and this can be perfectly understood through active
learning, contextual learning, and cultural awareness. Role play promotes active language learning by presenting real-life situations or scenarios where learners can develop communication skills. In a non-formal learning environment developed by the teacher, active learning occurs based on the scenarios presented that will impact specific skills, such as dialogue or knowledge among the learners (OECD, 2021). Scenarios of social interactions or workshops can provide active learning as the learners learn from others or by doing. Active learning contributes to lifelong learning skills like critical thinking and learner engagement as they get involved in real-life scenarios set by the teacher in class. The learners can apply the same skills later in life because similar scenarios have been presented.

Figure 4: Role Play in Gamification & Simulation as a Pathway to Lifelong Language Learning

As the learners interact actively during the game using the targeted language, they gain the ability to express themselves orally, comprehend how to read and solve problems involving the game. Contextual learning also occurs as the students use language authentically putting them in a position to make complete sentences they engage with their peers (Cardenas & Inga, 2021). Therefore, the learners understand how they can apply their language skills in real-life everyday situations from their role play.
On the other hand, role play and lifelong language learning are linked through the second language teachers’ ability to create cultural awareness. As the learners take on different roles or cultural identities, the experience fosters cultural understanding and immerses them in communication styles they can apply in multicultural or multilingual environments (Grossen et al., 2022). The role play puts the learner in a position to develop engagement skills which are key to lifelong learning in different environments beyond their classroom. Some of the strategies that learners can be encouraged to pursue during their language learning outside of the classroom include using language learning apps and websites that can provide them with interactive lessons or language challenges and participating in language exchange programs. They can also watch movies and TV shows with target language subtitles, exposing them to improve their listening skills while familiarizing themselves with cultural nuances. Therefore, role-playing is reshaping traditional language learning paths while acting as a catalyst for lifelong language learning through active learning,

(Cardenas & Inga, 2021).
fluency in communication, cultural immersion, and authentic language use.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, role play has revolutionized traditional language learning paths through creating authentic communicative experiences that improve lifelong language learning. Second language teachers can implement constructivism, CLT, and sociocultural learning approaches to nurture their learner’s lifelong language learning skills. Role play activities involving basic dialogue and problem-solving scenarios present an opportunity for effective language learning as the learners develop skills of engagement, critical thinking, and autonomy that they can apply in their daily lives. Role play and lifelong language learning can be linked because they promote active learning, contextual learning while also presenting situations for cultural awareness and learning. Second language teachers should rejuvenate their teaching methods in class by encouraging the students to use technology to improve their language learning, involving them in various activities that presents real life scenarios, and provide them with resources like cultural artifacts that can enhance their language learning.
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